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tonth children of employees were invited to send in their impressions of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
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Artist: Beau Hoffman, age 8½.
Parents: Lisa (secretary to Internal A'Udit)
and Bruce Hoffman.

Lauren Coleman, age 5.
Jean Coleman, planning and
mal suppart analyst in Upera
,nd Technical Supp<rrt.
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4ndy Brown, age 8.
: Sharon (exeC'Utive secretary in
Industry Services) and Craig

Blue Cross
I.
� ����,Shield
r. {ii)
lox 1798
mville, Florida 32231-0014

Artist: Maritza Simpson, age 5.
Parent: Lillie Simpson, correspondence
representative in Medicare B.
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Addressing customers' changing needs is crucial to the
future of the corporation. George Werth illustrates this
concept with his colored pencil and pen-and-ink drawing
on white illustration board. Werth has been an illustrator
for over 20 years, having worked in New York, Chicago
and Houston. Born in Charleston, South Carolina, he now
produces illustrations and design work for The Malone
Group in Jacksonville.

Communications st,aff for the employees and
retirees of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida.
All rights are reserved. This magazine or parts
thereof may not be reproduced in anyform wi,thout
pennissionfrom the publisher, capyright © 1985,
f
Blue Cross and Blue Shield o Florida, Jackson
ville, Florida. To submit information, cont,act Beth
McEIUgott, Editor, Corporate Communications, at
791-8075.

Public perceptions about Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
have recently shown signs of
improvement. Results from the
corporation's Image Tracking
Study ( conducted biannually) sug
gest that business decision-makers
and consumers have improved
opinions about Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida in several
key areas.
One early finding of the study
suggests that recent advertising
strategies may have positively
affected perceptions. Many con
sumers see the corporation as
exercising greater competence in
the health care industry, as acting
with concern for customers'
needs, and as working to provide
quality care at affordable rates.
Monitoring Perceptions
Pamela Kirk, director of Public

Issue Analysis and Planning,
emphasized the need to monitor
public perceptions on an ongoing
basis in order to evaluate the cor
poration's effectiveness, partic
ularly in the area of communica
tions and advertising.
"As a first step we must deter
mine what perceptions currently
exist among those groups that are
important to us,'' Kirk said. ''The
next step is determining what the
desired perceptions are and then
developing communications and
advertising strategies to achieve
those desired perceptions.'' The
key, she said, is to measure
changes along the way to evaluate
the communication effectiveness.
Kirk was quick to point out the
limitations inherent in relying too
heavily on communication and ad
vertising to change the corporate
image. ''Image, in general, is built
on a number of constructs, most
specifically on experience. You
cannot change perceptions over
night. There must be a long-range
strategy to change public opinion,
a strategy which utilizes commu
nication as the catalyst but is
backed by substance in corporate
actions,'' she said.
Measurement of the effects on

Raymond Rowe promoted to
Section Leader VII in
C ustodial Se1·vices

Gerardo Sanchez promoted to
Senior Systems Analyst PAS
in Softu•are Development

Barbara Strode promoted to
Professional Reio/ions
Representative in Physicians
Relations North

William Tisdale promoted to
A udi/or Ill in Tampa Branch
A udit

Neal Tucker promoted to

Health Ind ustry Analyst in
Inst it ulional Rei mb11 rsPmPnt
Program

Transfers
Nova Aldrich transferred to

Claim,s Examiner Bin Pr·ivale
Business Claims I

Carlton Allen transferred to
Screening Clerk in Claims
S upport

Willie Anderson
transferred to

Claim,s Ern111i11er C i11 Direct
Marketing Inquiries

Susan Barnes transferred to
Clai111., Ernminer Bin P ublic
Acco unts

Terry Barnes transferred to

Sandra Franczek
transferred to

Larue Miller transferred to

Debra Stephens transferred t1

Annie Freeman
transferred to

Shirley Mills transferred to

Mary Terbrueggen
transferred to

Secretary A in Personnel

Claim., Eraminer Bin Private
Business Claims

Claims Kcaminer Bin Private
Business Claims

Lorna Miner transferred to

Claims Eraminer Bin Central
Certification/Reciprocity

Teresa Mintz transferred to

Claims Examiner C in ASO
State Gro up

Kim Munyan transferred to

Mary Gardner transferred to

Randie Greene transferred to
Blrbara Hayes transferred to
Claims Examiner C in Local
Gro up Inquiries

Donna Herring transferred to
Claims Examiner Bin Bl ue
Shield EOMB Unit II

Geraldine Herring
transferred to

Control Clerk Bin Private
Business Clairns

Jimmie Houston
transferred to

Claims Examiner Bin Private
Business Claims

Mary Tibbits transferred to

Claims Examiner C in Central
Certification/Reciprocity

Lucretia Nelson
transferred to

Mary Williams transferred to

Claims Examiner C in Private
Business Clairns

Christina Johns
transferred to

Acco unting Analyst in
Financial Acco unting

Claim., E..rnminPr C in Local
Gro up Inquiries

Teresa Williams
transferred to

Claims Examiner Bin Private
B usiness Claims

ADS Development Specialist in
ADS Develo7mumt
Claims E:r tminer Bin Private
Business Claims
x

Darthell Richmond
transferred to

Scott Johnson transferred to

Earnestine Robinson
transferred to

Phyllis Cody transferred to

Linda Jones transferred to

Debra Rover transferred to

Brenda Collins transferred to

James Key transferred to

Kathleen Shaneyfelt
transferred to

Glenda Collins transferred to

Thomas Lee transferred to

Joy Declemente
transferred to

Lottie Lewis transferred to

Claims Examiner C in Local
Group Inquiries

Cl(lims Em miner Bin Private
Business Claims
Claims Examiner Bin Prirate
Business Claims

Claims Examiner Bin Private
Business Claims

Adrienne Deloera
transferred to

Claims Examiner Bin Pril'ate
Business Claim Entry

Washington Dimalanta
transferred to

A uditor IV in A udit and
RPsParch

Patricia Douglas
transferred to

Claims Examiner C in
National Arco unts/Critiral
Inquiries

Myrtle Dyess transferred to
Claims Examiner C in Local
Gro up Inquiries

Claims Eraminer Bin
MedicorP BClaims Eramining
Claims Eraminer Bin Private
Business Claims

Micmgraphics Prod uction in
Claims S uppor·t

Sandra Smith transferred to

Claims E.raminer Bin Private
Business Claims

Shirley Smith transferred to

Claims Examiner C in Local
Gm up I1u1uiries

Stephanie Smith
transferred to

Claims E.mminer Bin Central
Cert ificalion/Reciprocity

Robin Southwell
transferred to

Claims ExaminPr C in AS()
State Gro up

Phyllis Stansell transferred to

Georgia McQueen
transferred to
Jacquelyn Miller
transferred to

Cler�· Bin Medicw·e BRecords

Correspondence Representative
in Medicare BDurable
Meclicul Equipment

Esther Woodard
transferred to

Section Lea.cl.er IX in Private
B-usinessClainis

Claim.s Eraminer Bin Private
B usiness Claims

Claims Ernminer C in FEP
Correspondence

Delfina McGriff
transferred to

Karen Wilson transferred to

Claims ErnminPr Bin Central
Certification/Reciprocity

Carol Shea transferred to

Caterina Luke transferred to

Claims Examiner C in Private
Business Claims

Control Clerk Bin Private
Business Claims

MonogPr Pmz•irf,er A udil in
.Jacksonville A uclil Branch

Debra Lowery transferred to

Section Leader IX in Central
CertificationlReciprocity

Claf-ms Examiner C in Local
Gro up Inquiries

Jerrilyn Brown
transferred to

Claims Ernminer C in ASO
State Gro up

Data Entry Operator in Group
Membership Communications

Randy Williams transferred tc

Carletha Parker
transferred to

Cynthia Reynolds
transferred to

Field Group Specialist in
Tompo Rmnch OfficP

Claims Examiner Bin Central
Certification/Reciprocity

Claims Eraminer Bin Priva,te
Business Claims

Claims Eraminer Bin Bl ue
Shield EOMBUnit II

Research Clerk Bin Local
Gro up Inquiries

Claims E:x;aminer C in Central
Cert1ficationlReciprocity

Janie Nelson transferred to

Gregory Pascoe transferred to

Carolyn Jones transferred to

Clairns Examiner Birt
Medicare BCwims Examining

Theresa Watson
transferred to

Claims Examiner Bin Bl ue
Shield EOMB Unit II

Geraldine Jackson
transferred to

Manager, Instit utional
Reim,b ursem.ent in PPO Cwim.s

Donna Thompson
transferred to

Lorelei Parker transferred to

Gordon Immel transferred to

Claims Examiner Bin
Medicare BClaims Examining

Claim., Eraminer Bin Private
Business Claims

Safety Security Aide in
Safely/Sec urity

Contract Cleaning in C ustodial
Sen·ices

Sandra Bicknell
transferred to

Group Acco unt Specialist in
Gro up Membership Processing

Acco untant III in Financial
Acco unting

Claim.s Ei::aminer C in Central
Certffication/Reciprocity
Cla.im.s Ernminer Bin Central
Cert{fication/Reciprocity
Claims Examiner Bin Private
Business Clairns

Clai'ms Erominer Bin Blue
Shield EOMB Unit II
C ustomer Ser vice
Representcitive i- n FEP
Correspondence
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Gerard Laurin II

ndra Anthony

Margarita Ledo

tnployees
>irect lncame Clerk, Cash iers

bert Aube

1

1'!.St itu t ion Charge A uditor,
fosp ital Cha rge A u dit ou thern Region

Shipping Clerk, Stockroom a n d
Wa rehousing Person nel
District Group Specia list,
Mia m i Distrirt Office

Sue Lee

Accou n t ing Clerk C, National
Accou n ts Receivable

Mary Short

Sen ior Systen'lS A na lyst,
Ut iliza tion a n cl Health Care
A na lysis - Jnfornw tion
SystemJS

Paula Sili

Sales Ma nciger - HMO,
ADS New Develop ment Ta mpa

lvia Baggett

Gladys Lockett

Laura Simpson

exandra Baxley

Sidney Lynch

Annette Singleton

> -irect Income Clerk, Cash iers
fedia Relations Assista n t,
:orporate Com m u n ications fedia Relations

.arissa Boyd

.'lerk A, ADS Adm i n i.stra t io n

ephen Brott

fealth Industry A na lyst,
ristitutional Reimbu rsemen t
mmie Byard
-'la ims Exa m i ner B,
fedicare B Cla ims Exa m i n i ng

,gela Celestine

.'lerk C, Other Carrier Liability

[Ida Chianese

.'lPrk C, ADS New
>evelopment - Pensacola

even Danser

'en ior Sales Represen ta tive,
tDS New Developmen t 'ensa,co la

even Downing

'upervisor Facility Services,
:ustodia n Services

Secret,a ry B, Public Issue
A n a lysis a nd Pla n n ing
Health Industry A na .lyst,
Institutional Re imbu rsement
Prngra m Development

Stephen Macomber

ann Finn

)istrict Group Specia l i.st,
't. Myers District Q[fice
!vin Grant
lu rster Opera tor, Compu ter
)pera t io ns A d m i n istratio n

,gela Hagen

:ustomer Service
�epresen ta tive B, Ga inesville
)istrict Office

;;a Hamner

)ata Ent-ry Operator, Private
lusiness Cla i m Prepa ra t io n

san Humes

:ecreta nJ A, Provider A udit
nd Resea rch

resa Kinard

:on t rol Clerk A, Medicare B
.'la ims Exa m i n ing

Secreta ry A, Tech n ica l Sen·ices

15 Years

Secretary A, Institu tional
Reimbursemen t A d m i n istra t io n

Vicki Bates

Trudy Summerill

Prol'ider A u dit a n d Resea rch

Mia m i District Q{fice

20 Years

Elizabeth McElligott

Data En t ry Operator, Pri i•a te
Business Cla im Prepa ra tion
File Clerk, ADS Cha rgeback
HOJ

Customer Service
Representotii·e B, Ta mpa
District Q[{ice

Publications Editor,
Corporcite Co m m u n icat·ions
A dmin istra.tion

Linda Troyer

Com])Uter Overator, Comvuter
Overat ians Adm i n istration

Service
Anniversaries

Stephanie Merritt
Renona Morales

Data Entry Operator, Private
Busi ness Cla im Prepa ra t io n

Medical Director HMO, ADS
New Development - Tamva

Clerk C, ADS New
Development - Ta mpa

Angela Polk

Custamer Service
Represen tative B, Publix
Acco u n t

Anthony Rizzi

Ma nager, Microg raph ics a n d
Reprographics

Jeffrey Rosnick

Manager PPO Network, PPO
Centra. l Region

Helen Royal

Customer Service
Revresen tative B, Direct Sales
- Over 65

Donna Royall

Telecom m u n ica tion�
Spec'ia list,
Teleca m m u n ications

Leslie Sharp

nice Jolivette

Carl Stone

Karen Townsend

Clerk TJJJJist B, Med ical
Division Adm i n istra t ion

:mployee Ben1qfits Ma nager,
)rga, n izat io n a n d
.'ompensa tion
)ata Entry Operator, Private
lusi ness Cla i m Prepa ra tion

PPO So uthern Reg ion

Melissa Martin

Secret,a ry B, ADS New
Development - Ta mpa

Dennis Sell

lerie Jackson

Mary Nutter

Accmm t i ng A na lyst A, In ter
Pla n Recei L'ables

James Dundon

lssociate House Cou nsel,
.egal Staff

nice Humphrey

ASO State Group
Correspondence

Brooks Tomlin

Gloria Perez

ndividual Underwriter,
'tatistica.l

In ter Plan Rece ii•ables

Barbara Martinez

Helen Mallison

nn Esposito

enda Ewing

Diane Kirkland

Maureena Brunty

Rodger O'Harra

:ustomer Service
'.epresen la live C, Customer
'ervice Depa rtment

Computer Operations
A d m i n istration

Seneca Terrell

Sen ior Sales Represen ta tive,
ADS New Developmen t Pensacola

,bert Elliott

'ystems A na lyst, Application
');stem PBO

Richard Harp

Sal.es Represen tat'ive, ADS New
Develovment - Ta mpa
Progra m A na lyst, Govern men t
Progra ms Systems

Rita Sharpe

Medical A na lyst RN, Medicare
B Reviews a n d Hea rings

Secretary B, Co m m u n ity a n cl
Member Rela t ionJS

5 Years
Gene Bacon

Safety a n d Secu rity

Cheryl Barnum

Med B Co m m u n ica tions U11 it I

Elizabeth Boyd

Applica t ion System PBO

Raquel Cortes

Mia m i District Q[fice

James Galasso

Finance a n d Product Pla n n ing

Monica Green

Med B Co m m: u n icalions Un it Ill

Judith Jaffe

Ft. Lauderdale District Q{fice

Renee Oliver

Inpatient Process i ng Sect ion

Wanda Prentice

Mecl B Co m m u n ications Un it Ill

Patricia Saylors

Net1l'Ork Opera tions

Glenda Scott

Group Membership a n d Bill ing

Linda Sikes

Med B Telephone
Co m m u n ica tions Un it JV

Kathy Weeks

Group Membership and Bill ing

10 Years
Jean Aman

Blue Cross Claims Un it I

Helen DePirro
In ternal Audit

Orla ndo District Office

Applica tion System PBO

Peggy Kent

Pri mte Business
A d m i n istration

Susan Munson

Orga n ization a n d
Compensa tion

Promotions
Pegg y Bennett promoted t o

Co1'!Swner A na lyst in Co n.su mer
Resea rch

David Dingfield promoted to
Vice President, Systems a n d
Information Operations i n
Syste1ns Information

Jamie Gant promoted to

Sen ior Telecom m u n ica t ions
Network Opera tor in Net1rnrk
Opera t ions

Gary Gonyea promoted to

Systems Analyst in Systems
Support

Pamela Goshay promoted to
Superi·isor, .'\4edicare B
Co m m u n ica tions in Med B
Com m u n ications Un it I

Joseph Guthrie promoted to
Data Base A n a lyst Associate
in Data Base Adm in istratio n

Sabrina Johnson promoted to
Claims Exa m iner C in Publix
Accou n t

Cynthia Lampe promoted to
Regional Secretary in Ft.
La uderclale Reg ional Q!Jice

Thomas Long promoted to

A u ditor Ill in Ta mpa Branch
A udit

Cindy Phillips promoted to
Adm in istration A na lyst,
Marketing in Sales
Adm in i1,/ralion

William Price promoted to
Ma nager, State Acco u n t i n
Special Acco n n ts

Connie Roberto promoted to

Clain'lS Exa m i ner C in Prh-ate
Business Cla ilns I

No campany can survive unwss it is
meeting the needs of the marketplace.

public perception of the health
care revolution and the Plan's re
sponse to it is the subject of an
ongoing image tracking study. The
study evaluates public perceptions
about Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida as they are formed
through advertising, the media,
and personal experience. The
image tracking study has evalu
ated the effectiveness of these
factors at six-month intervals since
April of 1984 .
The study indicates that, as late
as November 1984, many custom
ers viewed the corporation as a
large, bureaucratic and unchang
ing institution operating in an en
vironment of change. Kirk stressed
the importance of research for
verifying a need to change the
image of the corporation. The "We
hear you' 'advertising campaign is
just one way the corporation has
addressed this need. Other strat
egies include improving customer
service and responding to emerging
trends in the delivery of health
care through non-traditional prod
uct offerings.

- Pamela Kirk

understand why we do something
- what makes our efforts effec
tive (or not). That's the only way
to learn and develop as a corpo
ration,'' she said.
Research is an available tool for
every area of the corporation. Kirk
stressed that the Plan's research
departments serve as consultants
to help areas define their infor
mation needs and then to place
those needs into research projects
with the result of improved
decision-making. Research of our
publics helps ensure the Plan is
meeting customers' needs and re
sponding to the marketplace.
"No company can survive unless
it is meeting needs of the market
place,'' said Kirk. ' 'The first steps
are to identify who your market is,
to assess the needs and the
environment, and then to develop
products and programs that meet
market needs while achieving the
goals of the company.Understand
ing the marketplace is the key to
being an effective marketing
organization.''
■
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Pamela Kirk, director of Public Issue
Analysis and Planning.

NOTE: Letters to the editor are
being accepted. Write to:
Editor, Corporate Communi
cations, 4 Tower.

A Competitive Edge

Kirk described the image adver
tising campaign and tracking study
as parts of a long-term strategy
necessary to ' ' inch people toward
the goal" of improved corporate
image.
' 'This corporation is light-years
ahead of many other insurance
and service companies in terms of
how it uses research," she said.
"Even though our competitors are
beginning to realize the value of
research, we have a competitive
edge in this area because senior
management recognized early the
importance of research. We have a
longer and more detailed measur
ing stick."
Kirk also discussed the value of
researching and learning from
both successes and failures. Rather
than taking the approach of rely
ing on gut feelings or instinct
alone, Kirk supports a highly
structured and pragmatic ap
proach to business. ' ' We need to

Attitudes And Feelings We Must
Develop Among Our Customers
• I have good impressions about the company and what it is
doing.
• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida exhibits leadership in the
health care industry.
• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida cares about its customers
and makes efforts to satisfy individual needs.
• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida is innovative and can
effectively manage changes in the health care industry.
• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida makes efforts to help
control health care costs.
• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida works to provide quality
health care while keeping premium rates affordable.
You Can Make The Difference

3

Commentary on Corporate Image

Competitor
Report

by James W . Hart, Jr.

Senior Vice President for Public Affairs

by Fred Bieber, Market Research

Coordinating Group
Reactivated
Corporate image is the public' s
perception of a company. I t i s the
net result of all the messages about
the company that the public has
received. Those messages arrive
through our image advertising,
through newsletters, and most
often through one-to-one contact
over the phone, in person and
through the mail. The image of a
company is reflected in everything
from the way employees dress to
the way its building is maintained.
Taken together these messages
represent the shared values of the
company and its employees. The
more consistent the messages, the
stronger the perception.
Why is a good image so impor
tant? As it turns out, a company
that is well perceived in the com
munity has a built-in advantage
over its competitors. It attracts
and retains employees with the
best qualifications. They, in turn,
perform more efficiently which
improves service to the customer
and reduces overhead. Lower
overhead brings down price. The
net result is a more competitive
position in the marketplace.

So corporate image is important
The Competitor
to all of us. We're proud of our
Intelligence Co
company and we all want it to
ordinating Group
succeed. And there are ways that
has been reacti
we can help to ensure that success.
vated. Originally
By being polite and helpful to cus
formed in 1983,
tomers, involved and concerned
this group's pur
with civic and charitable groups,
pose is to assist in
and even by speaking with pride """
the communica
--a-n-a--c-o o r d i n a t i o n o f
about our jobs to our neighbors, t i o-n
we are communicating the shared competitor intelligence research at
values of the company. In fact, BCBSF. Members of the group
from our first day at work until our come from all areas of the
last, everything we do in our lives company that have a need for
can in some way reflect on Blue competitor information.
The group identifies various
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida.
The best way to improve the competitor researc h activities
company's image is by making sure within the company, updates
that our customers are satisfied. members on competitor projects,
Satisfied customers send positive discusses possible coordination
messages. So we must strive to points, and shares competitor in
treat our customers exactly the telligence reports and information.
way we like to be treated our
Meetings are currently held
selves.
every other Friday morning. The
Corporate image is like an in group meets frequently because of
dividual's reputation. A good one the intense competitor intelligence
can only be built through hard activities attributable to strategic
work, dedication, and consistency. planning and task force efforts. If
It cannot be improved overnight, you have competitor information
but it can be destroyed by a single that you can share or if you are
act.
■ working on a project that requires
competitor information, just call
the Market Research Department
to arrange to come to one of the
Competitor Intelligence Coordi
nating Group meetings.

'9 From our first day at work until
our last, everything we do in our
lives can in same way reflect on
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida.
- James W . Hart, Jr.

Competitor Trivia Question

�

What is the name of the insurance
company that in 1983 had more
life and health insurance agents
licensed in the state of Florida
than any other company?
Answer: Reserve Life Insurance
Company of Dallas, Texas, had
3, 140 life and health insurance
agents licensed in Florida in 1983 .
Travelers Insurance Company was
second with 2 , 70 1 and Aetna Life
Insurance Company was third with
2 , 668. Of our Jacksonville neigh
bors, Independent Life and Acci
dent had 983, Prudential had 699,
and Gulf Life had 353 .

■
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SELBY SULLIVAN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
OF ORLANDO'S HUBBARD CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY, TELLS WHY HIS COMPANY
TURNED TO BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD
OF FLORIDA.

"Providing quality health insurance for our 800
employees has always been a top priority at Hub
bard Construction. But as health insurance costs
escalated, it seemed that something had to give.
We reviewed a number of programs. Some
involved an unacceptable reduction in employee
benefits. Others would have required our
employees to switch doctors and hospitals. It
really became frustrating.
But then we talked with Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida. They had the answer we were
looking for. Their new Preferred Patient CaresM
program gives our employees the benefits they
need, while keeping costs under control. And
their "preferred" network includes physicians

and hospitals my employees already use.
As a businessman, I know how difficult it
be to strike a winning balance between qua
benefits and reasonable health care costs. I
ferred Patient Care is definitely the answer
needed at Hubbard Construction. It may be
one you're looking for, too. "
Find out if Preferred Patient Care is bein
offered in your area. Contact your local Blu
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida office or a
toll free, 1-800-FLA-BCBS.
Blue
Blue
• • of
Flom
•

WE HEAR J
AND WE'RE WORM
ON THE ANSWi

opl�Events

.ic Draws Employees To
ival Park
ly 400 employees attended
t. Johns River City Band Day
1ly 14 . The Plan provided a
c dinner for the event
mred by Blue Cross and Blue
d of Florida and by Health
,ns of Jacksonville.

What the Customer Wants
Plan Activates Fraud Hotline
The corporation installed a new
Fraud Hotline effective Monday,
July 15, 1985. Anyone may call the
hotline to report suspected fraud
with Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida claims. The addition of this
hotline bolsters the Plan's existing
fraud investigation unit.
The Fraud Hotline will be avail
able Monday through Friday from
8 a . rn. until 4: 30 p . rn. The toll-free
nµrnber is 1 (800) 635-2369 . EM
PLOYEES MAY REPORT FRAUD
BY CALLING EXTENSION 6548.

photographer: Vickie Robie

mie Merritt, computer operator in
'1,ter Operations, and her brother,
rerritt.

enefits
orner

Mimi Gilbert-Quinn

) • What benefits will I
-.1 •
receive when I retire
,rn the company?
L • In addition to receiving
I.. • p e n s i o n benefits , a
iree may remain in the health
urance group, provided the
tployee is retiring with
:itlernent to immediate pen
n benefits (at least age 55)
i has fifteen years of service.

Employees may remain in the
life insurance group if they have
reached age 55 with at least one
year of service.
Also, employees retiring with
at least fifteen years of service
will receive company monetary
gifts. Along with the final
paycheck, including any unused
vacation, employees receive
$10. 00 for tach year worked,
either in the form of a company
purchased gift or cash. Em
ployees also get one week's
gross salary with no deductions
for each full five years worked,
not to exceed four weeks' pay.
Retirees can also continue
participating in the Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida
Employee Blood Bank Account.
Employees who have reached
age 62 with over fifteen years of
service may invite a number of
guests to their retirement recep
tion sponsored by the corpo
ration. Employees choosing to
retire between age 55 and 62
must have 2 0 years of service to
receive a retirement reception.

Financial Conference
At Amelia

Jim Galasso, senior vice president of
Finance and Product Planning.

Jim Galasso, senior vice president
of Finance and Product Planning ,
was the opening speaker for the
BCBSA Southern Regional Finan
cial Conference at Amelia Island
Plantation in July.
Galasso focused on changes in
the health care marketplace as he
discussed the implications of offer
ing groups' employees a choice of
HMOs, PPOs and traditional health
insurance .
Sam Glenn, director of Corpo
rate Accounting, coordinated the
Florida Plan effort to host the con
ference.

The corporation has put into place
a system to track the motivations
behind customer decision-making.
According to Mark Stelmacher,
manager of Market Research, the
new system will provide ongoing
tracking of the reasons why cus
tomers purchase, renew or cancel
their Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida coverage.
The Customer Decision Monitor
ing System has just been put into
place for the corporation's group
accounts so results cannot yet be
measured for that market. How
ever, the first set of quarterly
results are in for direct-pay cus
tomers. These results have been
analyzed separately for the
under-65 and over-65 segments of
the market.
Of the over-65 customers who
elected to purchase one of the
Plan's products, only twenty per
cent indicated that they had con
sidered any other insurers. The
twenty percent who did shop
around indicated one major corn-

petitor - 4 7 percent of this group
cited Prudential's AARP Medicare
supplement as the alternative con
sidered.
The Plan's perceived weakness
in the over-65 market is price as it
was indicated as a concern to con
tinuing customers and a primary
reason for cancellation cited by
former customers. The Plan's per
ceived strength in this market lies
in coverage and services provided.
For the under-65 market, the
new Customer Decision Moni
toring System revealed that 75 per
cent of customers who purchased
coverage did not consider buying
coverage other than that offered
by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida. Those who did consider
other coverages cited Prudential
most frequently.
Both the under-65 and the
over-65 segments of the market
considered product value as the
most important criterion in their
choice of health insurance. They
are interested in having access to a

Under-65 Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida
Insureds

Over-65 Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida
Insureds

Did not
consider
other
insureds

l1i<itrk"l \. & \ 1

fina.nda/ <:On.l'erence

Did not consider
other insureds

Sheny White, secretary to manager of
Inter-plan Acco u nting; Sam Glenn,
d irector of Corporate Accou nting; andf
Mary Gaus, secretary to d irector o
Corporate Accou nting.

Cobb Wins Suggestion Award
Congratulations are in order for
Vonnise Cobb, scheduler in Com
puter Operations. She made a sug
gestion that paid off both for her
and for the corporation.

-

Over-65:

Under-65:

�

Only 25 percent of insureds considered
other insurers when they made the
decision to purchase or renew Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida coverage.

Only 20 percent of over-65 customers who
purchased one of the Plan's products
indicated that they had considered any
other insurers.

47 percent of the customers who did shop
around cited Prudential' s AARP Medicare
supplement as the alternative considered.

high-quality coverage choice at a
reasonable cost.
Stelrnacher stressed that these
results are just the beginning of an
ongoing tracking process that will
better prepare the corporation to
compete in the marketplace. ''This
system enables us not only to see
why customers leave but also to
understand the strengths we
have, " said Stelrnacher. " As a
company, we have strengths that
we need to identify and em
phasize. ' '
Stelmacher also stressed that the
system will enable the corporation
to track the effectiveness of mar
keting strategies. ''It will be useful
to product management people they'll have ongoing information
about their product lines, ' ' said
Stelmacher.
Several areas of the corporation
provided support for implementa
tion and operation of the Customer
Decision Monitoring System. The
Printing Department provided the
mail-out questionnaires and return
envelopes necessary for gathering
data. Mail Operations supported
the effort with their ink jet capa
bility. Systems also contributed by
providing monthly extracts frorn
the corporation's subscriber file.
When the surveys were re
turned, they were sorted and
coded by Sharon Lovett and Lani
Love, secretaries in Market Re
search. After the data was com
piled, Greg Pascoe, senior analyst
in Market Research, produced the
over-65 summary and B arb
Bickart, analyst in Market Re
search, produced the under-65
summary. Bickart fulfilled the ad
ditional responsibility of designing
a question-by-question computer
program for the system.
Stelrnacher also cited the invalu
able support the new program
received from upper management
in Marketing. " Without strong
support of this kind while in the
concept stage, it's next to impos
sible to get an idea off the
ground," said Stelmacher. " We get
a lot of good support on this. ' ' ■
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Personnel
Issues

The Birth of An Ad Campaign

Available Support Services
by Jeannette Bajalia
In keeping with the spirit of
Superior Customer Service, it is
important to recognize that our
efforts extend far beyond that of
providing quality services to our
subscribers. We in the Personnel
Department have a commitment to
the corporation's customer service
efforts by providing the corpora
tion with a variety of quality
personnel support services that
facilitate the achievement of
corporate goals and objectives.
Some of the services include:
• Providing confidential career
counseling and direction to
ensure employees have a
logical career plan, and pro
viding recommendations to
obtain the self-development
necessary to attain specific
career aspirations.
• Interpreting and clarifying
Human Resource Policies and
Practices for employees and
Plan management.
• Providing human resource
data to assist management in
identifying and analyzing a
variety of human resource
trends.
• Investigating and analyzing
employee and management
concerns , complaints and
inquiries.
• Analyzing human resource
trends locally and nationally
in light of competition and
industry practices.
• Attending departmental two
way communication meetings
within the corporation to
assist in providing information
on interviewing skills, resume
development, career plan
ning, policy interpretation,
etc.
• Providing information per
taining to career opportunities
available to employees with
consideration being given to
individual skills and abilities.
If you need any of these serv
ices, please contact Lori Odom,
extension 6538, and she will refer
you to the individual who can
assist you.
■
6

First Step: Research

Advertising slogans for Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida, such as
" We hear you. And we' re working
on the answers, ' ' are more than
just a good idea that the advertis
ing agency dreams up. The adver
tising campaign currently being
used by the Plan is a result of a lot
of assessment about what Blue
Cross and Blue Shield means and
where it wants to go. This effort,
according to Mary Jo Flaherty,
manager of Advertising, illustrates
the corporation' s move toward
strategic advertising.
The essence of the strategy, she
said, is understanding what the
public thought of us before, what
we want to communicate, and how
to best get the message across.
There is a deliberate process in
volved in arriving at advertising
strategy. This process started in
early 1984 with the first Image
Tracking Study to understand
what perceptions existed and what
was important to major publics.
" We didn' t really like what we
heard, ' ' Flaherty said. ' ' People
were telling us that they saw Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida as
bureaucratic, uncaring, and dif
ficult for the individual to deal
with. There was also little knowl
edge of our efforts to help manage
health care costs. ' '

Strategies Outlined

From this information, several
strategic messages were developed
and tested among target groups.
One of the initial themes was
" We ' re Taking Florida's Health
Care Personally. ' ' While this ap
proach seemed to have a " warm
and fuzzy' ' appeal, it lacked sub
stantiation and the leadership that
the public is looking for in today's
c onfusing h ealth care envi
ronment.
Another preliminary theme
tested was '' We can lead you
through the changes. ' ' This ap
proach lacked credibility and was
difficult for the public to under
stand. The third initial theme for
the image campaign was " We're
finding the answers. ' ' While the

public definitely wanted to know
that .we were finding the answers,
there was no proof that, in fact,
we were. "The research suggested
that people were very skeptical
about this, " said Flaherty. "What
they saw was increasing premiums
- that did not translate into
answers for them. ' '
Final Strategy Selected

From these initial strategies and
the feedback from the qualitative
research, the theme " We hear you.
And we're working on the an
swers' ' evolved. The research had
shown that a willingness to listen
and respond was important. Flo
ridians want to know that the cor
poration is both aware of and con
cerned about meeting their needs.
The idea for using senior
management in the ads is also a
component of the advertising
strategy that resulted from early
research. ' 'The public wants to
know that there are people behind
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
building, ' ' Flaherty said. ' 'Senior
managers were high enough to
affect operations and involved
enough to be concerned. " The
initial print ads featured Judy
Discenza, Charlie Richards, and
Mike Jenkin. Television spots
featured individuals talking about
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida's efforts to meet the needs
of Floridians.
Once the campaign was devel
oped and executed to its print and
television forms, it was put to a
final test through a "test market"
in the Orlando area. In this test,
the likely effect on public percep
tions could be measured before
spending the money on a state
wide campaign. The results of the
test show that the campaign is
likely to have some effect in en
hancing public perceptions of the
Plan.
' 'The next strategic step, ' ' said
Flaherty, " is to position Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida with the
answers we have been working on.
We hope to tie our 1986 image cam
paign in with the national cam
paign, 'The New Health Care. " ' ■

People8l Events
Golf Tournament
Participation High

Governor Speaks At Flori
Health PAC Reception

Approximately 100 employees par - Scott Ausum, Sheila Ausum,
ticipated in the Four-Ball Captain' s Mark Rutland and Don Wilson.
Proximity marker prizes went to
Choice Golf Tournament held Sat
urday, July 13. The tournament the following: Ted H edrick,
took place at Pine Lakes Country Dennis Kilcoin, Randy Simmons,
Ron Hope, Dennis Boland, Mark
Club at Palm Coast, Florida.
The winning teams are as fol Rutland, Joe Sabotin, Russell
lows: First Place - Jimmy Ham Moore, Chris Young and Billy

Governor Bob Graham was

mond, J.P. Napolitano, Chris
Young and Mickey Cullen; Second
Place - John Runion, Don Dashiel
and Randy Simmons; Third Place
- Greg Peters, Dennis Kilcoin,
John Kennett and Steve Baeten;
Fourth Place - Gary Radtke, John
Parsons, Kevin H u rsey and
Ronnie Rountree; and Fifth Place

Happy Birthday, FCIA
The Florida Combined Insurance
Agency (FCIA) celebrated its
twentieth birthday in July. As a
wholly owned subsidiary of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida,
FCIA functions as agent or broker
when life, accident or disability
income insurance is sold as a
package with the Plan's health
coverage.
To date there are 2 , 282 total
accounts insured through the FCIA
package program. This represents
approximately 65 percent of all
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida local group accounts and
57 percent of total local group
contracts currently in force.
Just recently FCIA relocated to
Corporate Plaza at Deerwood

guest of honor for the Flo
Health PAC reception held Jul)
1985 .

Jones.

Also presented was the ' 'Gator
Bait' ' award for the team losing
the most balls. With seventeen
balls missing in action, the honor
goes to Marc Newton and the
Glisson brothers - Don, Mike and
Richard.

Center at 8657 Baypine Road in
Jacksonville. FCIA coordinates
package marketing activities
through the Plan's sales force.

Left to right: Governor Bob Graham;
Ednwnds, corporate budget analys;
Corporate Budget; and Cynthia Solo

senior cost accauntantfor Cost Accaun

Bob Fetzer, vice president - Operations,
FCIA.

Michele Gatto, health indu.stry anQ
Utilization Analysis, shares ideas

Governor Bob Graham.

Bibliomania
System "85"
. nd Running

EXCEPTIONAL VOICE: Sandra Jackson

Shoe Shrine Boy
by Bill Condon, Corporate Librarian

inued from page 9)
�n asked how the FEP Sys
' 85'' is serving the corpora
,ince implementation, Johns
that during the month of
74,000 claims were paid.
implementation is observed
ing successful in that the
1al coordination of system
h-overs and processing
es occurred without any
problems.''
1s stressed that her areas
�d with patient dedication
ommitment throughout the
�' training and transitional
I. ' 'Our goal was to make this
e as transparent as possible
h to our customers and to our
�- If it had not been for the
ve attitude of all those
ed by FEP and for the corpo
:ommitment to the project
;, we would not have
�ded.''
■

. Drive a Success
lood drive held on June 26
7 netted 186 credits for the
·ation's blood bank account.
1 of two hundred employees
up to donate blood.
following is an excerpt from
�r to William E. Flaherty
Dea Kerstetter, director of
unity Affairs for the Jack
.e Blood Bank:
� time and effort expended
•ur blood drive chairman,
Mary P . Cohn ( corporate
) , in coordinating the
�ements is greatly ap
ted."

■

The next time you're in Europe,
flailing around from shrine to
shrine, be sure to include Her
zogenaurach, Germany, on your
list of "must go" places.
Herzogenaurach has the distinc
tion of containing the world's first
and, to my knowledge, only
sneaker museum.
The sneaker archives and gallery
building is located, understand
ably, on the famed Adidas sneaker
factory premises and is called yes ! - The Adidas Sneaker
Museum.
Down the road a piece in Old
Herzogenaurach is the Puma
sneaker spread - another biggie in
the worldwide "specialty foot
wear'' industry that now sells over
200 million pairs of sneakers a year
in the U.S. alone.
I was unaware that the folks
who brought us WWII had, in the
time since they beat their swords

into Volkswagens, gotten into the
sneaker business, but they cer
tainly have (Super Race, indeed! ).
I discovered the existence of this
sneaker museum in the course of
flogging myself through the pages
of a titillating book called (simply
and compellingly) Sneakers, by
S. A. Walker - which I stumbled
into whilst wandering aimlessly
through a shopping-mall book
store.
Sneakers is ''the gripping saga of
the sneaker, from the Victorian
croquet sandal to the modern
racing flat,'' and I can think of
worse things to do of an evening,
after hanging up your Adidas Nite
Joggers, or Etonic Street Fighters,
than to browse through the pages
of this funny, informative book.
Jog, do not run, to your nearest
public library branch or bookstore.

■

•

''They warned me in advance that
they couldn't sing,'' recalled
Sandra Jackson, legal affairs rep
resentative in the Legal Depart
ment. She accepted an invitation
on the spot to help organize an in
house gospel singing group. Now
the Exceptional Voices of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
are turning down engagements.
Almeanor Glover, supervisor in
In-Line Quality Analysis, Medicare
B; Jacquelyne Baxter, hearing
officer for Medicare B; and Juanita
Simmons, management develop
ment specialist in Training and
Development were instrumental in
the formation of the Exceptional
Voices.
Glover, Baxter and Simmons
approached Jackson and asked her
to help them organize a gospel
group and then to be their accom
panist for the annual variety show.
With fifteen years of singing ex
perience and ten years of piano
behind her, Jackson was well
known in gospel and choir circles
around town.
Jackson explained that she had
always wanted to teach. She
described their first rehearsal as
"more of a spiritual experience
than a rehearsal.'' She views the
consistent cohesiveness of the
group as the result of their placing
spiritual values before all else.
Part of each rehearsal is devoted
to praying for or with one another.
Jackson emphasized that this
nurturing atmosphere benefits the
corporation in that group members
have a positive arena for dealing
with work problems. Specifically,
the group's participants range
from clerical employees to man
agement level. "But, as Excep
tional Voices, we're all peers,"
said Jackson.
Because the group members
meet on a common ground, they
are better able to see both sides of
an issue and to then return to work
uplifted. "When one of the mem
bers is having a work-related prob
lem," said Jackson, "we pray
together for an open mind, for fair-

ness and honesty, and to see things
from the other point of view.''
Jackson stressed repeatedly that
she gets more than she gives
through her involvement in the
group. ''We all enjoy representing
our company in a special way,"
she said. Early on, the public
began responding positively to the
Exceptional Voices, and this
motivated the group to improve.
Jackson has indefinitely reserved
two Sundays per month for con
certs, and the group is currently
having to turn down engagements.
Besides benefiting individual
employees and the corporation as
a whole, the Exceptional Voices
serve the Jacksonville community.
' 'The community lay person needs
to know that we're not just claims
payers," said Jackson. "We can
provide good service, rates and
contracts, but, for us to be
believable to people, they need to
experience us first-hand as doers
of good. They need to see that
people at big old, bad old Blue
Cross pray, too, and have families
and churches, too.''
Jackson also emphasized that
each Exceptional Voice member

takes ownership in the corpora
tion's responsibility to Floridians.
When someone approaches them
after a concert or mentions an
insurance-related problem, they
offer to help by directing them to a
customer service department that
can address their concerns. This
type of personal contact provides
the corporation with an opportu
nity to explain why a claim was
rejected or to correct a processing
error.
"We're happy to serve the cor
poration in such a pleasurable
way,'' said Jackson. '' And there
has got to be somebody down there
in the trenches who knows and
cares about our public image.''

■

Bettye Banks, security guard for Safety
and Security.

Pamela Smith,

claims examiner B,
Claims Examining; and
Ronal,d "Keith" Bowens, customer service
re'J)resentative, Publix Account.
Medicare B

Jacquelyne Baxter,

Medicare B.

hearing

officer,
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News
Flaherty Reappointed To
Council Of 100

Plan President William E. Flaherty.

P l a n Presid e n t W illiam E .
Flaherty was recently reappointed
to the Florida Council of 100 for a
three-year term. Membership in
the organization includes state
leaders in industry, business and
professions whose objective is to
improve the quality of life for all
Floridians. Governor Bob Graham
is the Honorary Chairman.
Membership in the Council is ex
tended for a limited term with a
periodic review by the Member
ship Committee. Taken into con
sideration are a member' s business
responsibilities , position and
degree of involvement in Council
projects.
Flaherty addressed the Florida
Council of 100 at its spring meeting
in May. He discussed the changes
in the financing of health care in
Florida.

Professional Relations
Schedules Seminars
This summer the Professional Re
lations Department is conducting
workshops and seminars for health
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We 're making health care
professionals more aware of what
new programs are emerging.

- Barbara Benevento

care professionals throughout the
state.
The workshops, which are
attended by physicians, office
managers and medical assistants,
provide a forum for discussing
filing procedures for claims. Also
discussed are Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida cost containment
programs. A total of seventeen
workshops were held in June and
thirty in July, to be followed by
seventeen in August.
The Professional Relations staff
includes thirteen professional
relations representatives who
serve as corporate liaisons for
Florida' s health care professionals.
The staff provides service through
educational support to 4 4 , 000
health care professionals including
19, 000 physicians statewide.
Through its educational work
shops, the Professional Relations
staff is providing a service which is
unique to Blue Cross and Blue
Shield Plans. According to Barbara
Benevento, director of Profes
sional Relations, by providing
educational support through work
shops and seminars, this depart
ment is helping the corporation
reach its goals.
' ' Through education and sup
port, we're making health care
professionals more aware of what
new programs are emerging in the
community - Second Surgical
Opinion and Pre-admission Cer
tification , for example, ' ' said
Benevento.
The corporation receives the
advantage that physicians know
how to file claims properly. This
ensures the process is completed
properly the first time. In the end,
insureds are also satisfied because
more physicians are handling
claims filing. Also, health care pro
fessionals receive detailed training
to help them recognize Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida insureds
and benefits by looking at their ID
cards.
Through these seminars and
workshops, the corporation is pro
viding a unique service not offerect

by other carriers. Each workshop
gives health care professionals
access to personal attention for
their special needs and concerns.
According to Benevento, the result
is that Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida is projecting a " helpful,
positive image" statewide.

by Al Lombana

J
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Victoria Baum, professional
representative.

relations

Ceremony For New Training
Center
A ribbon-cutting ceremony and re
ception were held in July to mark
the opening of the new conference
and training center. Bill Dodd,
senior vice president and execu
tive assistant to the president,
gave a speech dedicating the
center to employees. Dodd added ,
' ' The facilities folks have done an
excellent job. ' '

Bill Dodd, senior vice president and
executive assistant to the president.

FEP System "85"
Up And Running

Partners In Quality Change

�

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida is initiating an employee
involvement effort in order to help
the corporation better handle the
changes necessary to serve its cus
tomers. This effort is initially
targeted at the Private Business
Claims and Customer Service Di
vision. This project, Partners in
Quality Change (PIQC) , is an effort
to let employees help manage
change in a way that ensures
success in serving customers.
PIQC is being undertaken with
the realization that employees, at
all organizational levels, have a
piece of the answers for creating a
quality work environment, and an
equal piece of the responsibility to
ensure that this improvement
occurs. The emphasis of this pro
gram truly is to ensure ' ' quality
change. ' ' Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida is looking at this
major effort from two vantage
points:
• Quality of service for our ex
ternal customers is a critical
strategic issue.
• I n ternal q ua l i t y for a l l
employees (since w e are the
major driving force that deter-

mines superior service to our
external customers) is an
equally critical issue.
Also, corporate management
within these two divisions is re
sponsible for and will be held
accountable for implementation,
monitoring and control of this
effort. The specific answers re
garding what needs to be done
differently are not in yet. We will
draw these answers from exten
sive involvement with employees
at all levels throughout the
corporation. A solution will not be
proposed without the needed
i m p r o v e m e n t effort clearly
outlined through input from
individuals directly involved with
the work effort - those who are
faced with customer service
related issues on a daily basis.
Improvement strategies will be
determined in part by talking with
employees , holding discussion
groups and attending various
meetings. We encourage you to
help us by forwarding any
thoughts or suggestions you may
have to either Janice Harrelson
(Training and Development), Larry
Payne (Private Business Claims) or
Al Lombana (Training and Devel
opment) . We will ensure that all
items receive due consideration
and, where possible, are included
in the overall effort.
Our current plan calls for a kick
off meeting in early August, a
series of future articles, and other
"all employee" notices regarding
the program' s progress. PIQC is an
ongoing effort rather than an
effort with a specific beginning
and end.
Should you or your area be in
volved in any of our data gathering
efforts, please keep in mind that
our overall objective is to provide
the best in service to our custom
ers through the best in our em
ployees. Therefore your best and
most candid input will be most
helpful and will greatly assist Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida in
pulling off a successful quality
■
improvement program.

FEP System "85 , " a new, st1
lined claims processing sy
became operational on M::
1985. FEP claims, which an
cessed by Florida through
Control Plan in Washington,
are handled by two dedi
claims processing units. Acco
to Rachel Johns, manager oj
and Wire Business, implem
tion of the system is part o
corporation' s " posturing fo
future' ' in the marketplace a
the Federal Employee Progra
Prior to the FEP System
FEP claims were handled th1
three separate processing sy:
both in Florida and Washin
Now the claims are proc
through two systems inte1
and one concurrent systei
Washington. To achieve succ,
delivery of a national syste
this magnitude, work group:
systems design began three
ago in Washington, D . C .

-----....

Jose R utaquio, adjustment exami
Federal Major Medical.

The Florida Plan' s major im
ment began ia July of 19f
project team was formed wi
affected areas of the corpm
being represen ted inch
Systems, Claims, Finance,
Customer Relations.
In addition, the Washingto
erations center provided ess1
support. ' 'They have been ve
operative, " said Johns. "'
you look at the task which
the relatively small group of
cated resources for all Plans,
outlook and follow-through s
be commended. ' '
(Continued on Page 10)
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We 're making health care
professianals mare aware of what
new programs are emerging.
- Barbara Benevento

care professionals throughout the
state.
The workshops, which are
attended by physicians, office
managers and medical assistants,
provide a forum for discussing
filing procedures for claims. Also
discussed are Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida cost containment
programs. A total of seventeen
workshops were held in June and
thirty in July, to be followed by
seventeen in August.
The Professional Relations staff
includes thirteen professional
relations representatives who
serve as corporate liaisons for
Florida' s health care professionals.
The staff provides service through
educational support to 44, 000
health care professionals including
19,000 physicians statewide.
Through its educational work
shops, the Professional Relations
staff is providing a service which is
unique to Blue Cross and Blue
Shield Plans. According to Barbara
Benevento, director of Profes
sional Relations, by providing
educational support through work
shops and seminars, this depart
ment is helping the corporation
reach its goals.
' 'Through education and sup
port, we' re making health care
professionals more aware of what
new programs are emerging in the
community - Second Surgical
Opinion and Pre-admission Cer
tification, for example, ' ' said
Benevento.
The corporation receives the
advantage that physicians know
how to file claims properly. This
ensures the process is completed
properly the first time. In the end,
insureds are also satisfied because
more physicians are handling
claims filing. Also, health care pro
fessionals receive detailed training
to help them recognize Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida insureds
and benefits by looking at their ID
cards.
Through these seminars and
workshops, the corporation is pro
viding a unique service not offered

�

by other carriers. Each workshop
gives health care professionals
access to personal attention for
their special needs and concerns.
According to Benevento, the result
is that Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida is prqjecting a ' ' helpful,
positive image " statewide.
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Victoria Baum, professional relations

representative.

Ceremony For New Training
Center

A ribbon-cutting ceremony and re
ception were held in July to mark
the opening of the new conference
and training center. B ill Dodd,
senior vice president and execu
tive assistant to the president,
gave a speech dedicating the
center to employees. Dodd added,
"The facilities folks have done an
excellent job. ' '

Bill Dodd, senior vice president a nd
executive assistant to the president.

Partners In Quality Change
by Al Lombana

mines superior service to our
external customers) is an
equally critical issue.
Also , corporate management
within these two divisions is re
sponsible for and will be held
accountable for implementation,
monitoring and control of this
effort. The specific answers re
garding what needs to be done
differently are not in yet. We will
draw these answers from exten
sive involvement with employees
at all levels throughout the
corporation. A solution will not be
proposed without the needed
i m p r o v e m e nt effort c le ar l y
outlined through input from
individuals directly involved with
the work effort - those who are
faced with customer service
related issues on a daily basis.
Improvement strategies will be
determined in part by talking with
employees, holding discussion
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of groups and attending various
Florida is initiating an employee meetings. We encourage you to
involvement effort in order to help help us by forwarding any
the corporation better handle the thoughts or suggestions you may
changes necessary to serve its cus have to either Janice Harrelson
tomers. This effort is initially (Training and Development), Larry
targeted at the Private Business Payne (Private Business Claims) or
Claims and Customer Service Di Al Lombana (Training and Devel
vision. This project, Partners in opment). We will ensure that all
Quality Change (PIQC), is an effort items receive due consideration
to let employees help manage and, where possible, are included
change in a way that ensures in the overall effort.
success in serving customers.
Our current plan calls for a kick
PIQC is being undertaken with off meeting in early August, a
the realization that employees, at series of future articles, and other
all organizational levels, have a ' ' all employee' ' notices regarding
piece of the answers for creating a the program' s progress. PIQC is an
quality work environment, and an ongoing effort rather than an
equal piece of the responsibility to effort with a specific beginning
ensure that this improvement and end.
occurs. The emphasis of this pro
Should you or your area be in
gram truly is to ensure "quality volved in any of our data gathering
change. " Blue Cross and Blue efforts, please keep in mind that
Shield of Florida is looking at this our overall objective is to provide
major effort from two vantage the best in service to our custom
points:
ers through the best in our em
• Quality of service for our ex ployees. Therefore your best and
ternal customers is a critical most candid input will be most
strategic issue.
helpful and will greatly assist Blue
• I n t e r n a l q u a 1 it y for all Cross and Blue Shield of Florida in
employees (since we are the pulling off a successful quality
major driving force that deter- improvement program.
■

FEP System ' ' 85 ' '
Up And Running

FEP System "85, " a new, stream
lined claims processing system,
became operational on May 1 ,
1985 . FEP claims, which are pro
cessed by Florida through the
Control Plan in Washington, D . C . ,
are handled by two dedicated
claims processing units. According
to Rachel Johns, manager of FEP
and Wire Business, implementa
tion of the system is part of the
corporation's " posturing for the
future" in the marketplace and in
the Federal Employee Program.
Prior to the FEP System "85 , "
FEP claims were handled through
three separate processing systems
both in Florida and Washington.
Now the claims are processed
through two systems internally
and one concurrent system in
Washington. To achieve successful
delivery of a national system of
this magnitude, work groups and
systems design began three years
ago in Washington, D . C .

i----.a
111r.�::s!!!!!!,_""!'_.,-.-..

Jose R utaquio, adjustment examiner in
Federal Major Medical.

The Florida Plan's major involve
ment began in July of 1984. A
project team was formed with all
affected areas of the corporation
b e i n g represented i n c l u ding
Systems, Claims, Finance, and
Customer Relations.
In addition, the Washington op
erations center provided essential
support. "They have been very co
operative, " said Johns. " When
you look at the task which faced
the relatively small group of dedi
cated resources for all Plans, their
outlook and follow-through should
be commended. ' '
(Continued on Page 10)
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Bibliomania
FEP System "85 "
Up And Running

EXCEPTIONAL VOICE: Sandra Jackson

Shoe Shrine Boy
by Bill Condon, Corporate Librarian

(Continued from page 9)

When asked how the FEP Sys
tem '' 85' ' is serving the corpora
tion since implementation, Johns
noted that during the month of
May 74,000 claims were paid.
''The implementation is observed
as being successful in that the
national coordination of system
switch-overs and processing
changes occurred without any
major problems. ' '
Johns stressed that her areas
worked with patient dedication
and commitment throughout the
testing, training and transitional
period. " Our goal was to make this
change as transparent as possible
- both to our customers and to our
people. If it had not been for the
positive attitude of all those
affected by FEP and for the corpo
rate commitment to the project
effort, we would not have
■
succeeded. ' '
Blood Drive a Success
The blood drive held on June 2 6
and 27 netted 1 8 6 credits for the
corporation's blood bank account.
A total of two hundred employees
signed up to donate blood.
The following is an excerpt from
a letter to William E . Flaherty
from Dea Kerstetter, director of
Community Affairs for the Jack
sonville Blood Bank:
"The time and effort expended
by your blood drive chairman,
Mrs. Mary P . Cohn ( corporate
nurse), in coordinating the
arrangements is greatly ap
preciated. ' '
■
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The next time you're in Europe,
flailing around from shrine to
shrine, be sure to include Her
zogenaurach, Germany, on your
list of ' ' must go' ' places.
Herzogenaurach has the distinc
tion of containing the world's first
and, to my knowledge, only
sneaker museum.
The sneaker archives and gallery
building is located, understand
ably, on the famed Adidas sneaker
factory premises and is called yes ! - The Adidas Sneaker
Museum.
Down the road a piece in Old
Herzogenaurach is the Puma
sneaker spread - another biggie in
the worldwide ' 'specialty foot
wear' ' industry that now sells over
200 million pairs of sneakers a year
in the U.S. alone.
I was unaware that the folks
who brought us WWII had, in the
time since they beat their swords

into Volkswagens, gotten into the
sneaker business, but they cer
tainly have (Super Race, indeed!).
I discovered the existence of this
sneaker museum in the course of
flogging myself through the pages
of a titillating book called (simply
and compellingly) Sneakers, by
S. A. Walker - which I stumbled
into whilst wandering aimlessly
through a shopping-mall book
store.
Sneakers is ' 'the gripping saga of
the sneaker, from the Victorian
croquet sandal to the modern
racing flat,' ' and I can think of
worse things to do of an evening,
after hanging up your Adidas Nite
Joggers, or Etonic Street Fighters,
than to browse through the pages
of this funny, informative book.
Jog, do not run, to your nearest
public library branch or bookstore.
■

"

' 'They warned me in advance that
they couldn 't sing, ' ' recalled
Sandra Jackson, legal affairs rep
resentative in the Legal Depart
ment. She accepted an invitation
on the spot to help organize an in
house gospel singing group. Now
the Exceptional Voices of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
are turning down engagements.
Almeanor Glover, supervisor in
In-Line Quality Analysis, Medicare
B; Jacquelyne Baxter, hearing
officer for Medicare B; and Juanita.
Simmons, management develop
ment specialist in Training and
Development were instrumental in
the formation of the Exceptional
Voices.
Glover, Baxter and Simmons
approached Jackson and asked her
to help them organize a gospel
group and then to be their accom
panist for the annual variety show.
With fifteen years of singing ex
perience and ten years of piano
behind her, Jackson was well
known in gospel and choir circles
around town.
Jackson explained that she had
always wanted to teach. She
described their first rehearsal as
' 'more of a spiritual experience
than a rehearsal. ' ' She views the
consistent cohesiveness of the
group as the result of their placing
spiritual values before all else.
Part of each rehearsal is devoted
to praying for or with one another.
Jackson emphasized that this
nurturing atmosphere benefits the
corporation in that group members
have a positive arena for dealing
with work problems. Specifically,
the group 's participants range
from clerical employees to man
agement level. ''But, as Excep
tional Voices, we're all peers,' '
said Jackson.
Because the group members
meet on a common ground, they
are better able to see both sides of
an issue and to then return to work
uplifted. ' ' When one of the mem
bers is having a work-related prob
lem," said Jackson, "we pray
together for an open mind, for fair-

ness and honesty, and to see things
from the other point of view. ' '
Jackson stressed repeatedly that
she gets more than she gives
through her involvement in the
group. "We all enjoy representing
our company in a special way,' '
she said. Early on, the public
began responding positively to the
Exceptional Voices, and this
motivated the group to improve.
Jackson has indefinitely reserved
two Sundays per month for con
certs, and the group is currently
having to turn down engagements.
Besides benefiting individual
employees and the corporation as
a whole, the Exceptional Voices
serve the Jacksonville community.
' 'The community lay person needs
to know that we're not just claims
payers," said Jackson. " We can
provide good service, rates and
contracts, but, for us to be
believable to people, they need to
experience us first-hand as doers
of good. They need to see that
people at big old, bad old Blue
Cross pray, too, and have families
and churches, too."
Jackson also emphasized that
each Exceptional Voice member

takes ownership in the cor1
tion' s responsibility to Florid
When someone approaches 1
after a concert or mention:
insurance-related problem,
offer to help by directing therr
customer service department
can address their concerns.
type of personal contact prm
the corporation with an opp,
nity to explain why a claim
rejected or to correct a proce:
error.
" We're happy to serve the
poration in such a pleasm
way," said Jackson. " And t
has got to be somebody down t
in the trenches who knows
cares about our public image.

Bettye Banks, security guard for
and Security.

P amela Smith, claims examiner B,
Medicare B Claims Examining; and
Ronald "Keith" Bowens, custom,er service
representative, Publix Account.

Jacquelyne Baxter,

Medicare B.

hearing Q

irsonnel
�ues

Peopl� Events

The Birth of An Ad Campaign

tlable Support Services

eeping with the spirit of
for Customer Service, it is
tant to recognize that our
:s extend far beyond that of
ding quality services to our
ribers. We in the Personnel
rtment have a commitment to
)rporation's customer service
;s by providing the corpora
with a variety of quality
nnel support services that
tate the achievement of
,rate goals and objectives.
of the services include:
'roviding confidential career
ounseling and direction to
nsure employees have a
)gical career plan, and pro
iding recommendations to
btain the self-development
lecessary to attain specific
areer aspirations.
nterpreting and clarifying
luman Resource Policies and
1
ractices for employees and
1
lan management.
>roviding human resource
lata to assist management in
dentifying and analyzing a
·ariety of human resource
rends.
nvestigating and analyzing
:mployee and management
:oncerns, complaints and
nquiries.
\.nalyzing human resource
rends locally and nationally
n light of competition and
ndustry practices.
\.ttending departmental two
vay communication meetings
vithin the corporation to
tssist in providing information
m interviewing skills, resume
levelopment, career plan1ing, policy interpretation,
�tc.
lroviding information per
.aining to career opportunities
tVailable to employees with
:onsideration being given to
ndividual skills and abilities.
you need any of these servplease contact Lori Odom,
1sion 6538, and she will refer
to the individual who can
: you.
■

First Step: Research

Advertising slogans for Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida, such as
" We hear you. And we're working
on the answers,' ' are more than
just a good idea that the advertis
ing agency dreams up. The adver
tising campaign currently being
used by the Plan is a result of a lot
of assessment about what Blue
Cross and Blue Shield means and
where it wants to go. This effort,
according to Mary Jo Flaherty,
manager of Advertising, illustrates
the corporation's move toward
strategic advertising.
The essence of the strategy, she
said, is understanding what the
public thought of us before, what
we want to communicate, and how
to best get the message across.
There is a deliberate process in
volved in arriving at advertising
strategy. This process started in
early 1984 with the first Image
Tracking Study to understand
what perceptions existed and what
was important to major publics.
" We didn't really like what we
heard," Flaherty said. "People
were telling us that they saw Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida as
bureaucratic, uncaring, and dif
ficult for the individual to deal
with. There was also little knowl
edge of our efforts to help manage
health care costs.' '
Strategies Outlined
From this information, several
strategic messages were developed
and tested among target groups.
One of the initial themes was
"We're Taking Florida's Health
Care Personally. ' ' While this ap
proach seemed to have a " warm
and fuzzy' ' appeal, it lacked sub
stantiation and the leadership that
the public is looking for in today's
confusing health care envi
ronment.
Another preliminary theme
tested was " We can lead you
through the changes. ' ' This ap
proach lacked credibility and was
difficult for the public to under
stand. The third initial theme for
the image campaign was "We're
finding the answers. ' ' While the

public definitely wanted to know
that .we were finding the answers,
there was no proof that, in fact,
we were. ' 'The research suggested
that people were very skeptical
about this, ' ' said Flaherty. ' ' What
they saw was increasing premiums
- that did not translate into
answers for them. ' '
Final Strategy Selected
From these initial strategies and
the feedback from the qualitative
research, the theme "We hear you.
And we' re working on the an
swers" evolved. The research had
shown that a willingness to listen
and respond was important. Flo
ridians want to know that the cor
poration is both aware of and con
cerned about meeting their needs.
The idea for using senior
management in the ads is also a
component of the advertising
strategy that resulted from early
research. ' 'The public wants to
know that there are people behind
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield
building,' ' Flaherty said. ' ' Senior
managers were high enough to
affect operations and involved
enough to be concerned. ' ' The
initial print ads featured Judy
Discenza, Charlie Richards, and
Mike Jenkin. Television spots
featured individuals talking about
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida's efforts to meet the needs
of Floridians.
Once the campaign was devel
oped and executed to its print and
television forms, it was put to a
final test through a " test market"
in the Orlando area. In this test,
the likely effect on public percep
tions could be measured before
spending the money on a state
wide campaign. The results of the
test show that the campaign is
likely to have some effect in en
hancing public perceptions of the
Plan.
' 'The next strategic step, ' ' said
Flaherty, "is to position Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida with the
answers we have been working on.
We hope to tie our 1986 image cam
paign in with the national cam
paign, 'The New Health Care. " ' ■

Governor Speaks At Florida
Health PAC Reception

Goli Tournament
Participation High

mnette Bajalia

')

l't

Approximately 100 employees par
ticipated in the Four-Ball Captain's
Choice Golf Tournament held Sat
urday, July 13. The tournament
took place at Pine Lakes Country
Club at Palm Coast, Florida.
The winning teams are as fol
lows: First Place - Jimmy Ham
mond, J.P. Napolitano, Chris
Yomtg and Mickey Cullen; Second
Place - John Runion, Don Dashiel
and Randy Simmons; Third Place
- Greg Peters, Dennis Kilcoin,
John Kennett and Steve Baeten;
Fourth Place - Gary Radtke, John
Parsons, Kevin H u rsey and
Ronnie Rountree; and Fifth Place

Happy Birthday, FCIA
The Florida Combined Insurance
Agency (FCIA) celebrated its
twentieth birthday in July. As a
wholly owned subsidiary of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida,
FCIA functions as agent or broker
when life, accident or disability
income insurance is sold as a
package with the Plan's health
coverage.
To date there are 2,282 total
accounts insured through the FCIA
package program. This represents
approximately 65 percent of all
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida local group accounts and
57 percent of total local group
contracts currently in force.
Just recently FCIA relocated to
Corporate Plaza at Deerwood

- Scott Ausum, Sheila Ausum, Governor Bob Graham was the
guest of honor for the Florida
Mark Rutland and Don Wilson.

Proximity marker prizes went to Health PAC reception held July 10,
the following : Ted H edrick, 1985.
Dennis Kilcoin, Randy Simmons,
Ron Hope, Dennis Boland, Mark
Rutland, Joe Sabotin, Russell
Moore, Chris Yomtg and Billy
Jones.
Also presented was the ' 'Gator
Bait" award for the team losing
the most balls. With seventeen
balls missing in action, the honor
goes to Marc Newton and the
Glisson brothers - Don, Mike and
Richard.

Center at 8657 Baypine Road in
Jacksonville. FCIA coordinates
package marketing activities Left to right: Governor Bob Graham; Jack
through the Plan's sales force.
Edmonds, corporate budget analyst for
Corporate Budget; and Cynthia Solomon,
senior cost accountantfor Cost Accounting.

Bob Fetzer, vice president - Operations,

FCIA.

Michele Gatto, health industry analyst,

Utilization Analysis, shares ideas with

Governor Bob Graham.
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Peopl
Events
�
Picnic Draws Employees To
Festival Park

Nearly 400 employees attended
the St. Johns River City Band Day
on July 14. The Plan provided a
picnic dinner for the event
sponsored by Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida and by Health
Options of Jacksonville.

What the Customer Wants
Plan Activates Fraud Hotline

The corporation installed a new
Fraud Hotline effective Monday,
July 15, 1985 . Anyone may call the
hotline to report suspected fraud
with Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida claims. The addition of this
hotline bolsters the Plan' s existing
fraud investigation unit.
The Fraud Hotline will be avail
able Monday through Friday from
8 a.rn. until 4 : 30 p.m. The toll-free
nµrnber is 1 (800) 635-2369 . EM
PLOYEES MAY REPORT FRAUD
BY CALLING EXTENSION 6548 .

photographer: Vicki£ Robi.e

Stephanie Merritt, cCYYn'J)'uter operator in

Computer Operations, and her brother,

Jeff Merritt.

Benefits
Corner

. What benefits w ill I
• receive when I retire
Q
from the company?
Mimi Gilbert-Quinn

to receiving
A •. pIne naddition
s i o n b e n e fi t s , a

retiree may remain in the health
insurance group, provided the
employee is retiring w ith
entitlement to immediate pen
sion benefits (at least age 55)
and has fifteen years of service.
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Employees may remain in the
life insurance group if they have
reached age 55 with at least one
year of service.
Also, employees retiring with
at least fifteen years of service
will receive company monetary
gifts. Along with the final
paycheck, including any unused
vacation, employees receive
$ 10 . 00 for tach year worked,
either in the form of a company
purchased gift or cash. Em
ployees also get one week' s
gross salary with n o deductions
for each full five years worked,
not to exceed four weeks' pay.
Retirees can also continue
participating in the Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida
Employee Blood Bank Account.
Employees who have reached
age 62 with over fifteen years of
service may invite a number of
guests to their retirement recep
tion sponsored by the corpo
ration. Employees choosing to
retire between age 55 and 62
must have 20 years of service to
receive a retirement reception.

Financial Conference
At Amelia

�

Jim Galasso, sen ior vice president of

Finance a nd Product Pla n n ing.

Jim Galasso, senior vice president
of Finance and Product Planning ,
was the opening speaker for the
BCBSA Southern Regional Finan
cial Conference at Amelia Island
Plantation in July .
Galasso focused on changes in
the health care marketplace as he
discussed the implications of offer
ing groups ' employees a choice of
HMOs, PPOs and traditional health
insurance .
Sam Glenn, director of Corpo
rate Accounting, coordinated the
Florida Plan effort to host the con
ference .

The corporation has put into place
a system to track the motivations
behind customer decision-making.
According to Mark Stelmacher,
manager of Market Research, the
new system will provide ongoing
tracking of the reasons why cus
tomers purchase, renew or cancel
their Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida coverage .
The Customer Decision Monitor
ing System has j ust been put into
place for the corporation' s group
accounts so results cannot yet be
measured for that market. How
ever, the first set of quarterly
results are in for direct-pay cus
tomers. These results have been
analyzed separat e l y for the
under-65 and over-65 segments of
the market.
Of the over-65 customers who
elected to purchase one of the
Plan's products, only twenty per
cent indicated that they had con
sidered any other insurers. The
twenty percent who did shop
around indicated one maj or corn-

petitor - 4 7 percent of this group
cited Prudential' s AARP Medicare
supplement as the alternative con
sidered.
The Plan' s perceived weakness
in the over-65 market is price as it
was indicated as a concern to con
tinuing customers and a primary
reason for cancellation cited by
former customers. The Plan ' s per
ceived strength in this market lies
in coverage and services provided.
For the under-65 market, the
new Customer Decision Moni
toring System revealed that 75 per
cent of customers who purchased
coverage did not consider buying
coverage other than that offered
by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida. Those who did consider
other coverages cited Prudential
most frequently.
Both the under-65 and the
over-65 segments of the market
considered product value as the
most important criterion in their
choice of health insurance. They
are interested in having access to a

Under-65 Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida
Insureds

Over-65 Blue Croaa and
Blue Shield of Florida
Insureds

Did not
consider
other
insureds

l)i-.i., cit,.t \' & \'I
l-i1M.ncial ConJCrem::c

Did not consider
other insureds

Sherry White, secretary to manager of
I nter-pla n A ccou n t i ng; Sam Glenn,

director of Corporate Accounting; a nd
secreta ry to d i rector of
Corporate Accou nting.

Mary Gaus,

Cobb Wins Suggestion Award
Congratulations are in order for
Vonnise Cobb, scheduler in Com
puter Operations. She made a sug
gestion that paid off both for her
and for the corporation.

-

Over-65:

Under-65:

c::::J

Only 25 percent of insureds considered
other insurers when they made the
decision to purchase or renew Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Florida coverage.

Only 20 percent of over-65 customers who
purchased one of the Plan's products
indicated that they had considered any
other insurers.

47 percent of the customers who did shop
around cited Prudential' s AARP Medicare
supplement as the alternative considered.

high-quality coverage choic
reasonable cost.
Stelmacher stressed that
results are j ust the beginnin�
ongoing tracking process th:
better prepare the corporat
compete in the marketplace .
system enables us not only
why customers leave but a
understand the strength
have, " said Stelrnacher.
company, we have strength
we need to identify anc
phasize. ' '
Stelmacher also stressed th
system will enable the corpo
to track the effectiveness o:
keting strategies. " It will be
to product management pee
they ' ll have ongoing inforn
about their product lines, '
Stelmacher.
Several areas of the corpo
provided support for implen
tion and operation of the Cus
Decision Monitoring System
Printing Department provide
mail-out questionnaires and 1
envelopes necessary for gatl
data. Mail Operations sup1
the effort with their ink jet
bility. Systems also contribu1
providing monthly extracts
the corporation' s subscriber
When the surveys wer
turned, they were sorted
coded by Sharon Lovett anc
Love, secretaries in MarkE
search. After the data was
piled, Greg Pascoe, senior a
in Market Research, produce
over-65 s u m m ary and
Bickart, analyst in Marke
search, produced the unc
summary. Bickart fulfilled tl
ditional responsibility of des
a question-by-question corr
program for the system.
Stelmacher also cited the ii
able support the new pr1
received from upper manag◄
in Marketing. " Without 1
support of this kind while ;
concept stage, it's next to i
sible to get an idea of:
ground, " said Stelmacher. " '
a lot o f good support o n this

[lDlentary on Corporate Image

Competitor
Report

nnes W . Hart, Jr.

· Vice President for Public Affairs

by Fred Bieber, M ark et Research

Coordinating Group
Reactivated
)rate image is the public' s
:ption o f a company. I t i s the
�sult of all the messages about
·ompany that the public has
ved . Those messages arrive
.gh our image advertising,
.gh newsletters, and most
through one-to-one contact
the phone, in person and
gh the mail. The image of a
any is reflected in everything
the way employees dress to
ray its building is maintained.
en together these messages
sent the shared values of the
any and its employees. The
consistent the messages, the
ger the perception.
y is a good image so impor
As it turns out, a company
.s well perceived in the com
ty has a built-in advantage
its competitors. It attracts
retains employees with the
:iualifications. They, in turn,
rm more efficiently which
>Ves service to the customer
reduces overhead. Lower
1ead brings down price. The
·esult is a more competitive
.on in the marketplace.

So corporate image is important
The Competitor
to all of us. We' re proud of our
Intelligence C o
company and we all want it to
ordinating Group
succeed. And there are ways that
has been reacti
we can help to ensure that success.
vated . Originally
By being polite and helpful to cus
formed in 1983 ,
tomers, involved and concerned
this group' s pur
with civic and charitable groups,
pose is to assist in
and even by speaking with pride
the communica
"!'l
about our jobs to our neighbors, t i •
on -a-n_.d...•c
•o o rd i n at i o n o f
we are communicating the shared competitor intelligence research at
values of the company. In fact, BCBSF. Members of the group
from our first day at work until our come from all areas of the
last, everything we do in our lives company that have a need for
can in some way reflect on Blue competitor information.
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida.
The group identifies various
The best way to improve the competitor research activities
company' s image is by making sure within the company, updates
that our customers are satisfied. members on competitor proj ects,
Satisfied customers send positive discusses possible coordination
messages. So we must strive to points, and shares competitor in
treat our customers exactly the telligence reports and information.
way we like to be treated our
Meetings are currently held
selves.
every other Friday morning. The
Corporate image is like an in group meets frequently because of
dividual' s reputation . A good one the intense competitor intelligence
can only be built through hard activities attributable to strategic
work , dedication, and consistency. planning and task force efforts. If
It cannot be improved overnight, you have competitor information
but it can be destroyed by a single that you can share or if you are
act.
■ working on a proj ect that requires
competitor information, j ust call
the Market Research Department
to arrange to come to one of the
Competitor Intelligence Coordi
nating Group meetings.

From our first day at work until
our last, everything we do in our
lives can in same way reflect on
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida.
- James W . Hart, Jr.

Competitor Trivia Question

�

What is the name of the insurance
company that in 1983 had more
life and health insurance agents
licensed in the state of Florida
than any other company?
Answer: Reserve Life Insurance
Company of Dallas, Texas , had
3 , 140 life and health insurance
agents licensed in Florida in 1983 .
Travelers Insurance Company was
second with 2 , 70 1 and Aetna Life
Insurance Company was third with
2 , 668 . Of our Jacksonville neigh
bors, Independent Life and Acci
dent had 983 , Prudential had 699,
and Gulf Life had 353 .
■

.,
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SELBY SULLIVAN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
OF ORLANDO'S HUBBARD CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY, TELLS WHY HIS COMPANY
TURNED TO BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD
OF FLORIDA.

"Providing quality health insurance for our 800
employees has always been a top priority at Hub
bard Construction. But as health insurance costs
escalated, it seemed that something had to give.
We reviewed a number of programs. Some
involved an unacceptable reduction in employee
benefits. Others would have required our
employees to switch doctors and hospitals. It
really became frustrating.
But then we talked with Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida. They had the answer we were
looking for. Their new Preferred Patient CaresM
program gives our employees the benefits they
need, while keeping costs under control. And
their "preferred" network includes physicians

and hospitals my employees already use.
As a businessman, I know how difficult it can
be to strike a winning balance between quality
benefits and reasonable health care costs. Pre
ferred Patient Care is definitely the answer we
needed at Hubbard Construction. It may be the
one you're looking for, too. "
Find out if Preferred Patient Carn is being
offered in your area. Contact your local Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida office or call,
toll free, 1-800-FLA-BCBS.
Blue Cross
Blue Shield
• • of
Florida
�

WE HEAR YOU.
AND WE'RE WORKING M
ON THE ANSWERS!
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Our Family
Tree
New
Employees
F undra Anthony

Direct Incorne Clerk, Cashiers

R obert Aube

Inst itution Cha rge A uditor,
Hospital Cha rge Audit Southern Region

S ylvia B aggett

Direct income Clerk, Cash iers

Alexandra Baxley

Media Relations Assista n t,
Corporate Com m u n ications Media Relations

Charissa Boyd

ClPrk A, A DS A d m i n istra t io n

Stephen Brott

Health Industry A nalyst,
Institutional Reimb'U rse1nen t

Tommie Byard

Claims Exa m i ner B,
Medicare B Claims Ex a m in i ng

Angela Celestine

Clerk C, OtheJ· Carrier Liability

L inda Chianese

Clerk C, ADS New
Development - Pensacola

Steven Dauser

Sen ior Sales RPpresentative,
ADS New Developmen t Pensacola

Steven Downing

Supervisor Facility Services,
Custodia n Services

R obert E lliott

Systems A nalyst, Applica tion
System PBO

L ynn E sposito

Customer Service
Representative C, Customer
Service Depa rtment

B renda E wing

Indi vidua,l Un derwriter,
Statistica,l

Shipping Clerk, Stockroom a nd
Wareho using Person nel

Margarita L edo

District Group Specia list,
Mia m i District Office

Sue L ee

Acco u n t i ng Clerk C, Nat ional
Accou nts Receivable

Hea lth Industry A nalyst,
lnst itutiona.l Reimburse1nent
Progra m Developnwn t

Stephen Ma.comber

Sen ior Sa.les Represen tative,
ADS New Development Pensacola

E lizabeth McE lligott

15 Years

Secreta ry A, Institutional
Reimhu rsPmnit Adm i n istration

Seneca Terrell

Data En t ry Operator, Pri i 1a te
Business Cla im Prepa ra tion
File Clerk, ADS Cha rgeback
HOJ

Customer Service
Represen ta t ive B, Ta mp(/
District Q[fice

L inda Troyer

Computer Operator, Computer
Opemtions A dm i n istration

R enona Morales

Service
Anniversaries

R odger O'Harra

5 Years

Stephanie Merritt

Data Ent ry Operator, Private
Business Cla i m Prepa ration

Medical Director HMO, ADS
New Developmen t - Tampa

Gloria P erez

Clerk C, ADS New
Developmen t - Ta mpa

Angela Polk

Customer Service
Represen tative B, Publix
Acco u n t

Ma nager, Micrograph ics cind
Reprographics
Manager PPO Network, PPO
Ce1i tral Region

Customer Servfr;e
Represen tative B, Direct Sales
- Over 65

Teleco m m u n ica tions
Special ist,
Telecom m u n ication,

L eslie Sharp

Control Clerk A, Medicare B
Claims Exa m i n ing

SPrrPla ry A, Tech n ical Services

Trudy S ummerill

Publications Editor,
Corporate Com m un ications
Adm in istration

Em,ployPe Benefils Mana,ge1·,
Orga n izat ion a n d
Compensat ion

Teresa K inard

Carl Stone

Prol'ider A udit and Res<'arch

Vicki Bates

Mia m i District Q[fice

Maureena B runty

Orla 111/rJ District Q[fice

20 Years

Dennis Sell

Secretary A, Provider A udit
a nd Resea rch

PP0 Sou thern Region

Karen Townsend

Clerk Typist B, Mediccil
Division Admin istration

Associate House Cou nsel,
Legal Staff

Janice Jolivette

Mary Nutter

Arro u n t ing A nalyst A, Inter
Pla n Receivables

Melissa Martin

Secretary B, ADS New
Developrnent - Ta mpa

Donna R oyall

Data En t ry Operator, Private
B usiness Cla im Prepa ration

In ter Plan Recei i •ables

AS0 State Group
Correspu11de11ce

James Dundon

L isa H amner

Valerie Jackson

Diane Kirkland

Brooks Tomlin

H elen R oyal

Janice H umphrey

Computer Operations
Adm in istmtion

H elen Mallison

Angela H agen

Susan H umes

R ichard Harp

Barbara Martinez

Sales Manager - HMO,
ADS Neic Development Ta mpa

Sidney L ynch

Jeffrey R asnick

Data En t ry Operator, Private
Business Cla im Prepa ration

Paula S ili

Annette Singleton

Secreta ry B, Public Issue
A n alysis a n d P/.a n n ing

K evin Grant

Custcnner Service
Represen tative B, Ga inesville
District Office

Sen ior Systems A na lyst,
Utiliza t ion and Hea lth Care
A nalysis - Information
Systeins

Laura Simpson

Anthony R izzi

Bu rstPr Operator, Com:puter
Opera tions A d m i n istration

Mary Short

Gladys Lockett

Joann F inn

District Group Specialist,
Ft. Myers District Q[fice
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Gerard Laurin II

Sales Represen tative, ADS New
Development - Ta mpa
Progrci m A nalyst, Govern ment
Prograrns Systems

R ita Sharpe

Medical A na lyst RN, Medicare
B Reviews and Hea rings

Peggy Kent

Pri i•ate Business
A cl m i n istratirm

Secretary B, Com m u n it.l/ and
Member Rela t ions

Consu mer A n alyst in Consu mer
ResParch

David Dingfield promoted to

Cheryl Barnum

Med B Com m u n ications Un it I

E lizabeth B oyd
Raquel Cortes

Mia m i District Q[fice
Finance a n d Product Pla n n ing

Monica Green

Med B Com m u n ications Un it Ill
f

Ft. La u derdale Districl Q[ice

R enee Oliver

Inpatient Pr0cessing SPcfion

Wanda Prentice

Med B Com m u n ications Un it Ill

Patricia Saylors

Net work Opera t ions

Glenda Scott

Group Mem bersh ip and Billing

L inda Sikes

Med 13 Telephone
Cmn m u n icalions Un it IV
Group Membership a n d Billing

Blue Cross Cla i1ns Un it I

H elen D ePirro
In ternal A udit

Jamie Gant promoted to

Gary Gonyea promoted to

James Galasso

Jean Aman

Vice Presideut, Systems and
Informa t ion Opera tions in
Systems l nfor-rrw tion

Sen ior TelPcom m u n ications
Network Opera tor in Net1cork
Operations

Applica tion System PB0

10 Years

Orga n izati1J11 a nd
Compensa tfo n

Peggy B ennett promoted to

Safety a nd Secu rity

Kathy Weeks

Susan Munson

Promotions

Gene Bacon

Judith Jaffe

Applicati0n System PB0

Systems A n alyst in Systems
Support

Pamela Goshay promoted to
Superl'isor, Medicare B
Com m u n ications in Med B
Com m u n ications Un it I

Joseph Guthrie promoted to
Data Base A nalyst AssoriatP
in Data Base A d m i n istrat ion

Sabrina Johnson promoted to
Cla i m., Erxnn inPr C in Publix
Accou n t

Cynthia Lampe promoted to
Regional Secretary in Ft.
La uderdale Regional Office

Thomas L ong promoted to

A u ditor Ill in Tampa Branch
A udit

Cindy Phillips promoted to
Adm i n istrat ion A nalyst,
Marketing in Sales
A dm in istra t ion

William Price promoted to
Ma nager, State Acco u n t in
Specia l Acco u n t.s

Connie R oberto promoted to

Cla ims Era m i ner C in Private
Business Cla ims I

No cmnpany can survive unlRss it i,s
meeting the needs of the marketplace.

public perception of the health
care revolution and the Plan's re
sponse to it is the subject of an
ongoing image tracking study. The
study evaluates public perceptions
about Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida as they are formed
through advertising, the media,
and personal experience. The
image tracking study has evalu
ated the effectiveness of these
factors at six-month intervals since
April of 1984.
The study indicates that, as late
as November 1984 , many custom
ers viewed the corporation as a
large, bureaucratic and unchang
ing institution operating in an en
vironment of change. Kirk stressed
the importance of research for
verifying a need to change the
image of the corporation. The ' ' We
hear you' 'advertising campaign is
just one way the corporation has
addressed this need. Other strat
egies include improving customer
service and responding to emerging
trends in the delivery of health
care through non-traditional prod
uct offerings.
A Competitive Edge

Kirk described the image adver
tising campaign and tracking study
as parts of a long-term strategy
necessary to ' 'inch people toward
the goal' ' of improved corporate
image.
' 'This corporation is light-years
ahead of many other insurance
and service companies in terms of
how it uses research, ' ' she said.
' ' Even though our competitors are
beginning to realize the value of
research, we have a competitive
edge in this area because senior
management recognized early the
importance of research. We have a
longer and more detailed measur
ing stick. ' '
Kirk also discussed the value of
researching and learning from
both successes and failures. Rather
than taking the approach of rely
ing on gut feelings or instinct
alone, Kirk supports a highly
structured and pragmatic ap
proach to business. " We need to

- Pamela Kirk

understand why we do something
- what makes our efforts effec
tive (or not). That's the only way
to learn and develop as a corpo
ration, ' ' she said.
Research is an available tool for
every area of the corporation. Kirk
stressed that the Plan's research
departments serve as consultants
to help areas define their infor
mation needs and then to place
those needs into research projects
with the result of improved
decision-making. Research of our
publics helps ensure the Plan is
meeting customers' needs and re
sponding to the marketplace.
" No company can survive unless
it is meeting needs of the market
place, ' ' said Kirk. ' 'The first steps
are to identify who your market is,
to assess the needs and the
environment, and then to develop
products and programs that meet
market needs while achieving the
goals of the company. Understand
ing the marketplace is the key to
being an effective marketing
■
organization. ' '

�

. {� <;·t. . ·t, fl(
!·• t . ,-,.,,.,f
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Pamela Kirk, director of Public
Analysis and Planning.

NOTE: Letters to the editor �
being accepted. Write
Editor, Corporate Commu
cations, 4 Tower.

Attitudes And Feelings We Must
Develop Among Our Customers
• I have good impressions about the company and what it i�
doing.

• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida exhibits leadership in thE
health care industry.

• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida cares about its customen
and makes efforts to satisfy individual needs.

• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida is innovative and can
effectively manage changes in the health care industry.

• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida makes efforts to help
control health care costs.

• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida works to provide quality
health care while keeping premium rates affordable.
You Can Make The Difference
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e & Events
f Tournament Participation High . . . . . . . . . . . .
)py Birthday, FCIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1ernor Speaks at Florida Health PAC Reception
nic Draws Employees to Festival Park . . . . . . . .
n Activates Fraud Hotline . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
ancial Conference at Amelia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
>b Wins Suggestion Award . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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npetitor Report by Fred Bieber . . . .
sonnel Issues by Jeannette Bajalia .
r1ager' s Notebook by Al Lombana . .
liomania by Bill Condon . . . . . . . . .
1efits Corner by Mimi Gilbert-Quinn
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1g customers' changing needs is crucial to the
the corporation. George Werth illustrates this
vith his colored pencil and pen-and-ink drawing
illustration board. Werth has been an illustrator
W years, having worked in New York, Chicago
ton. Born in Charleston, South Carolina, he now
illustrations and design work for The Malone
Jacksonville.
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Understanding is Critical
to Success

of Florida

lreS
)lie Perceptions: Understanding is Critical
Success . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nmentary on Corporate Image by James W . Hart,
at the Customer Wants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
� Birth of an Ad Campaign . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
�eptional Voice: Sandra Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

herty Reappointed to Council of 100 . .
,fessional Relations Schedules Seminars
·emony for New Training Center . . . . . .
P System "85 " Up and Running . . . . . .
od Drive a Success . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Public Perceptions:

Blue Cross
Blue Shield

V ����;}�Y;,�

Vol. 34, No. 4

Jean McComb, Manager
Beth McElligott, Editor
Barry-Kidd & Associates, Inc.,
Design
The Malone Group, Cover Design
Barry-Kidd & Associates, Inc.,
Production
Profile is published monthly by the Corporate

Cummunicatiuns staff for the employees and
retirees of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida.
All rights are reserved. This magazine or parts
thereof may not be reproduced in any foT7Tl without
permission frum the publisher, copyright © 1985,
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Jackson
ville, Florida. To submit infoT7Tlation, contact Beth
McElligott, Editor, Corporate Communications, at
791- 8075.

Public perceptions about Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
have recently shown signs of
improvement. Results from the
corporation ' s Image Tracking
Study (conducted biannually) sug
gest that business decision-makers
and consumers have improved
opinions about Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida in several
key areas.
One early finding of the study
suggests that recent advertising
strategies may have positively
affected perceptions. Many con
sumers see the corporation as
exercising greater competence in
the health care industry, as acting
with concern for customers '
needs, and as working to provide
quality care at affordable rates.

Monitoring Perceptions
Pamela Kirk, director of Public
Issue Analysis and Planning,
emphasized the need to monitor
public perceptions on an ongoing
basis in order to evaluate the cor
poration' s effectiveness, partic
ularly in the area of communica
tions and advertising.
' ' As a first step we must deter
mine what perceptions currently
exist among those groups that are
important to us, ' ' Kirk said. ' ' The
next step is determining what the
desired perceptions are and then
developing communications and
advertising strategies to achieve
those desired perceptions. ' ' The
key, she said, is to measure
changes along the way to evaluate
the communication effectiveness.
Kirk was quick to point out the
limitations inherent in relying too
heavily on communication and ad
vertising to change the corporate
image. " Image, in general, is built
on a number of constructs, most
specifically on experience. You
cannot change perceptions over
night. There must be a long-range
strategy to change public opinion,
a strategy which utilizes commu
nication as the catalyst but is
backed by substance in corporate
actions, ' ' she said.
Measurement of the effects on

Raymond Rowe promoted to
Section Leader VJI in
Custodial Services

Gerardo Sanchez promoted to
Sen ior Systems A nalyst PAS
in Sojhrn re Development

Barbara Strode promoted to
Professional Rela tions
Representatii·e in Physicians
Relations North

William Tisdale promoted to
A u ditor Ill in Ta mpa Bra nch
A udit

Neal Tucker promoted to

Hea lth Industry A nalyst in
Institution.al Rei m b u rsemen t
Progra m

Transfers
Nova Aldrich transferred to

Cla ims Em m iner B in Private
Business Cla im,.s I

Carlton Allen transferred to
So·een ing Clerk in Cla ims
SupprJrt

Willie Anderson
transferred to

Claims Exa m iner C in Direct
Ma rketing Inqu iries

Susan Barnes transferred to

Sandra Franczek
transferred to

Larue Miller transferred to

Debra Stephens transferred to

Annie Freeman
transferred to

Shirley Mills transferred to

Mary Terbrueggen
transferred to

Secreta n.J A in Person nel

Cla ims Exa m iner B in Central
Certifica.t ion/Reciprocity

Teresa Mintz transferred to

Cla im_s Exa m iner C in ASO
State Group

Kim Munyan transferred to

Claims Exa m iner C in Local
Group Inq u iries

Janie Nelson transferred to

Theresa Watson
transferred to

Lucretia Nelson
transferred to

Mary Williams transferred to

Mary Gardner transferred to

Randie Greene transferred to
Earbara Hayes transferred to
Donna Herring transferred to
Claims E-m m iner B in Blue
Shield EOMB Un it /I

Geraldine Herring
transferred to

Control Clerk B in Pri vate
Business Cla ims

Jimmie Houston
transferred to

Cla i11i,s Exa m iner B in Private
Business Claims

Donna Thompson
transferred to

Cla ini,s Exa m iner B in Private
Bus'iness Cla:ims

Mary Tibbits transferred to

Cla im.'i E.1:a m i ner C in Central
Cert<fica t'ion/Rec-iprocity

Claims Exa m iner C in Pri vate
Business Claims
Claini,s Era m iner B in Private
Business Cu.r ims

Carletha Parker
transferred to
Cla ini,s

Cla im., Exa m iner B in Blue
Shield EOMB Un it 11

Cynthia Reynolds
transferred to

Field Group Specialist in
Ta mpa Bra nch Office

Christina Johns
transferred to

Acco u nt ing An alyst in
Financia l Accou nting

ADS Development Specialist in
ADS Development

Claims Exa m iner B in Private
Business Claims

Darthell Richmond
transferred to

Scott Johnson transferred to

Earnestine Robinson
transferred to

Phyllis Cody transferred to

Linda Jones transferred to

Debra Rover transferred to

Brenda Collins transferred to

James Key transferred to

Kathleen Shaneyfelt
transferred to

Glenda Collins transferred to

Thomas Lee transferred to

Joy Declemente
transferred to

Lottie Lewis transferred to

Cla ims Exa m iner C in Local
Grn11p Inq u iries

Clo ims E rn m iner B in Private
Business Cla ims

Cla ims E.ra m iner B in Pri1•n te
Business Cla ims

Cla ims Exa m iner B in Pri vate
Business Clo ims

Adrienne Deloera
transferred to

Cla ims E m m iner B in Prfrate
Business Cla im Entry

Washington Dimalanta
transferred to

A u ditor IV in A udit a nd
Research

Patricia Douglas
transferred to

Cla ims Exa m iner C in
Na tional Acco u n ts/Critical
Inq u ir ies

Myrtle Dyess transferred to
Cla ims Exa m iner C in Local
Group Inq u iries

Claims E ra m iner B in Private
Business Cl.a ims
Micrugrnph ics Production i n
Cla ims Suppnrt

Manager Prol'icler A udit in
Jackson ville A udit Branch

Stephanie Smith
transferred to

Cla ims Ennn iner B in Central
Cert1fir-atfrm./Reriprocity

Robin Southwell
transferred to

Cla ims E.ra m inn· C in ASO
State Grnup

Phyllis Stansell transferred to

Jacquelyn Miller
transferred to

Clerk B in Medicare B Records

Sect-ion Leader IX in Private
Business Claims

Accounta n t Ill in Financial
Accou n ting

Cla ims Ex a m iner C in Local
Group Inqu iries

Georgia McQueen
transferred to

Esther Woodard
transferred to

Carol Shea transferred to

Shirley Smith transferred to

Delfina McGriff
transferred to

Corrnspondence Representat i ve
in Medicare B Durable
Medical Equiprnenl

Claims Exa m iner B in Private
Business Claims

Cla ims Exa m iner B in Private
Business Cla ini,s

Caterina Luke transferred to

Cla ims Exa m iner C in Pri vate
Business Cla ims

Cla ini,s Exa miner B in Cen tral
Cert�fication!Reciprocity

Sandra Smith transferred to

Debra Lowery transferred to

Section Leader IX in Central
Certification/Reciprocity

Control Clerk B in Private
Business Claims

Cla ims E. n m iner C in FEP
Cn rrespondence

r

Randy Williams transferred to

Cla ims Exa miner C in Local
Group Inqu iries

Jerrilyn Brown
transferred to

Cla ims E.ra m iner R in
Medicare B Claini,s Exa m in i ng

Data Entry Operator i n Group
Membership Communications

Karen Wilson transferred to

Gregory Pascoe transferred to

Resea rch Clerk B in Local
Group Inq u iries

Cln im.'i Eram,i ner B in Central
Certification/Reciprocity

Cla irns Exa m iner B in Private
Business Cla i ms

Cla ims E.ra m iner B in Blue
Sh ield EOMB Un it II

Carolyn Jones transferred to

Cla ims Exa miner C in Central
Certificatio n/Reciprocity

Teresa Williams
transferred to

Lorelei Parker transferred to

Gordon Immel transferred to

Cla ims Examiner B in
Medicare H Claims Kr:amining

Exa m iner C in Local
Group Inqu iries

Safety Secu rity A ide in
SafPty/Spr•u rity

Crm tmrt Clm n ing in Custodial
Sen:ices

Cla ims E.ra m iner C in ASO
State Group

Man ager, Institutiona l
Reimbursernen t in PPO Claims

Lorna Miner transferred to

Geraldine Jackson
transferred to

Sandra Bicknell
transferred to

Cla ims Exa m iner B in Private
Business Cla ims

Cla, im.s Ern m i ner B i n
Medicare B Claims Examining

Cln ims E.m m iner B in Private
Business Claims

Cla ims Exa m iner B in Public
Accou nts

Terry Barnes transferred to

Group Acco u n t Specia.list in
Group Membership Processi ng

Cla i1ns Exa m i ner C in Central
Certifica lion/ Rec-iprocity
Cla ints Exa m iner B in Cen tral
Certification/Reciprocity

Cla ims Exa m iner B · i n Private
Business Cla ims
Clafois Exa m iner B in Blue
Shield EOMB Un it II
Customer Serv ice
Represen tative in FEP
Correspondence

·�

Blue Cross
Blue Shield

of Florida
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Last month children o f employees were invited t o send i n their impressions o f Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida. Below are some of the drawings submitted.
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A rtist: Lauren Coleman, age 5.
Parent: Jean Coleman, plann ing a nd
operational support analyst in Opera
tional and Techn'i cal Support.

A rl'ist: Beau Hoffman, age 8½.
Parent:;: L isa (secretary to Internal Audit)
and Bruce Hoffman.
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A rtist: Andy Brown, age 8.
Parents: Sharon (executive secretary in
Health Industry Services) a nd Craig
Brown.
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P. O. Box 1 798
.Jacksonville, Florida 32231-0014
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A rtist: Maritza Simpson, age 5.
Parent: L illie Simpson, correspondence
representative in Medicare B.
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